
Donald Trump Hires Flirty
‘Apprentice’ Contestant For
Presidential Campaign
Find out how the prez candidate's cheerleader scored the job.

A former Apprentice contestant who was once fired by Donald

Trump has now been hired to help the presumptive GOP

nominee clinch the presidency.

Erin Elmore appeared on the third season of the show back in

2005, and after losing the competition, she’s remained a loyal

Trump supporter.

The Philadelphia native was said to have openly flirted with

Trump on set and has been defending the billionaire ever since,

claiming she received calls from media outlets including CNN

and Fox News on becoming, what she called, a “surrogate” for
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Trump.

PHOTOS: Top 10 Moments From Megan Kelly’s Explosive

Donald Trump Interview

Elmore recently supported Trump after former contestants of the

reality show claimed the presidential candidate was running a

“campaign of sexism, xenophobia, racism, violence and hate.”

“I’m technically deputy press secretary for the convention itself,”

she told Philadelphia magazine of her new position with the

Trump.

Elmore, who has been a reporter with an NBC affiliate in Florida

and sold several items on QVC, claims to have a good

relationship with Trump, telling the Daily Mail that she “had a

great deal of interaction” with him while on The Apprentice. She

also says he was an “even-handed” and “race-blind

businessman.”

PHOTOS: Top 10 Moments From Megan Kelly’s Explosive

Donald Trump Interview

Elmore purported that Trump has the right approach to be

president, assuring that she too would rather be feared than

loved.

“I’ve always called him ‘The Teflon Don,'” she admitted. “And

that’s absolutely true. No matter what he says or what he does,

his voters are still coming out.”
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